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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This description relates to the communication
of information, and more specifically to the communica-
tion of information between devices in a cellular network
where direct device-to-device communication is allowed

BACKGROUND

[0002] Long Term Evolution (LTE) describes the latest
standardization work by 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) in the area of mobile network technology.
In preparation for further increasing user demands and
tougher competition from new radio access technologies,
LTE is generally being enhanced with a new radio access
technique called LTE-Advanced. Via this technology LTE
is expected to improve end-user throughput, increase
sector capacity, reduce user plane latency, and conse-
quently offer superior user experience with full mobility.
[0003] The Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
(E-UTRA) standard typically includes the air interface of
3GPP’s LTE for mobile networks. An E-UTRA network
or, as it is occasionally referred to, a LTE network in-
cludes a network that is substantially in compliance with
the LTE standards, their derivatives, or predecessors
(hereafter, "the LTE standard" or "Release 8 standard").
3rd Generation Partnership Project, Technical Specifica-
tion Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels
and Modulation (Release 8), 3GPP TS 36.211 V8.4.0
(2008-09), Sept. 2008.
[0004] Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-
cess (WiMAX) is a telecommunications technology often
aimed at providing wireless data over long distances
(e.g., kilometers) in a variety of ways, from point-to-point
links to full mobile cellular type access. A network based
upon WiMAX is occasionally also called a Wireless Met-
ropolitan Access Network (WirelessMAN or WMAN); al-
though, it is understood that WMANs may include proto-
cols other than WiMAX. WiMAX often includes a network
that is substantially in compliance with the IEEE 802.16
standards, their derivatives, or predecessors (hereafter,
"the 802.16 standard"). Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers, IEEE Standard for Local and Metro-
politan Area Networks, Part 16, IEEE Std. 802.16-2004.
[0005] One particular derivative of the 802.16 standard
is the 802.16m standard that attempts to increase the
data rate of wireless transmissions to 1 Gbps while main-
taining backwards compatibility with older networks.
IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access Working
Group, IEEE 802.16m System Requirements, Oct. 19,
2007.
[0006] WO 2006/016330 discloses a dynamic frequen-
cy reuse method and apparatus for use in P2P commu-
nication to be executed in a communication network sys-
tem, comprising steps: determining a group of candidate

frequencies for use in P2P communication in a cell ac-
cording to the predefined radio resource management
scheme of the communication network; sending said
group of candidate frequencies to a UE in the cell so that
the UE can detect the strength of signals using said group
of candidate frequencies, thus to determine the frequen-
cy for the UE to carry out P2P communication.
[0007] US 2007/195731 discloses a method of estab-
lishing a point-to-point communication connection using
an uplink radio resource of a communication system, in-
cluding allocating an unused portion of the uplink radio
resource of the communication system as a communi-
cation channel. The communication channel is assigned
to establish the point-to-point communication connec-
tion.

SUMMARY

[0008] The invention is defined by the independent
claims. Embodiments are defined in the dependent
claims. Embodiments not covered by the claims are to
be regarded merely as examples. According to one gen-
eral aspect, a method may include communicating, by a
first apparatus, with at least a second apparatus via a
device-to-device communication link. In various embod-
iments, the method may also include receiving resource
allocations, from a base station. In some embodiments,
the method may include determining, based at least part-
ly on the received resource allocations, which resources
are allocated to at least the second apparatus for com-
munication with the base station. In various embodi-
ments, the method may include based at least partly upon
the resource allocations, determining when to perform
direct device-to-device communication, by the first ap-
paratus, with the second apparatus.
[0009] According to another general aspect, an (first)
apparatus may include a receiver, a transmitter, and a
processor. In various embodiments, the receiver may be
configured to receive signals from at least a second ap-
paratus via a device-to-device communication link, and
receive a resource allocations, from a base station. In
some embodiments, the transmitter may be configured
to transmit signals to at least the second apparatus via
a device-to-device communication link. In one embodi-
ment, the processor may be configured to determine,
based at least partly on the received resource allocations,
which resources are allocated to at least the second ap-
paratus for communication with the base station, and de-
termine, based at least partially upon the received re-
source allocations, when to perform direct device-to-de-
vice communication with the second apparatus.
[0010] According to another general aspect, a compu-
ter program product, comprising a computer usable me-
dium having a computer readable program code embod-
ied therein. In various embodiments, the computer read-
able program code may be adapted to be executed to
implement a method for device-to-device communica-
tion. In some embodiments, the method may include
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communicating, by a first apparatus, with at least a sec-
ond apparatus via a device-to-device communication
link. In one embodiment, the method may also include
receiving resource allocations, from a base station. In
one embodiment, the method may include determining,
based at least partly on the received resource allocations,
which resources are allocated to at least the second ap-
paratus for communication with the base station. In one
embodiment, the method may include, based at least
partly upon the resource allocations, determining when
to perform direct device-to-device communication, by the
first apparatus, with the second apparatus.
[0011] According to another general aspect, a chipset
may include a receiver, a transmitter, and processor. In
various embodiments, the receiver may be configured to
receive signals, directed to a first apparatus from at least
a second apparatus via a device-to-device communica-
tion link, and receive resource allocations, from a base
station. In some embodiments, the transmitter may be
configured to transmit signals, from the first apparatus to
at least the second apparatus via a device-to-device
communication link. In one embodiment, the processor
may be configured to determine, based at least partly on
the received resource allocations, which resources are
allocated to at least the second apparatus for communi-
cation with the base station, and determine, based at
least partially upon the received resource allocations,
when to perform direct device-to-device communication
between the first apparatus and the second apparatus.
[0012] The details of one or more implementations are
set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip-
tion below. Other features will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.
[0013] A system and/or method for communicating in-
formation, substantially as shown in and/or described in
connection with at least one of the figures, as set forth
more completely in the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 2 are block diagrams of example embodiments
of systems in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 6 is a timing diagram of an example embodiment

of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an example embodiment
of a system in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.
FIG. 9 is a flow chart of an example embodiment of
a technique in accordance with the disclosed subject
matter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] Referring to the Figures in which like numerals
indicate like elements, FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a
wireless network 102 including an evolved Node Bs
(eNBs) or base station (BS) 104 and user equipment (UE)
or mobile stations (MSs) 106, 108, 110, according to an
example embodiment. Each of the MSs 106, 108, 110
may be associated with BS 104, and may transmit data
in an uplink (UL) direction to BS 104, and may receive
data in a downlink (DL) direction from BS 104, for exam-
ple. Although only one BS 104 and three mobile stations
(MSs 106, 108 and 110) are shown, any number of base
stations and mobile stations may be provided in network
102. Also, although not shown, mobile stations 106, 108
and 110 may be coupled to base station 104 via relay
stations or relay nodes, for example. The base station
104 may be connected via wired or wireless links to an-
other network (not shown), such as a Local Area Network
(LAN), a Wide Area Network (WAN), the Internet, etc..
In various embodiments, the base station 104 may be
coupled or connected with the other network 120 via an
access network controller (ASN) or gateway (GW) 112
that may control, monitor, or limit access to the other
network.
[0016] FIG. 2 is block diagrams of example embodi-
ments of systems 200 (Fig. 2a) and 201 (Fig. 2b) in ac-
cordance with the disclosed subject matter. In various
embodiments, both systems 200 and 201 may include a
plurality of MSs or UEs 206, 208, and 210, and a base
station 220. In various embodiments, the BS 220 may
provide a wireless network 212 within a given range. In
various embodiments, the range of the wireless network
may be determined by various factors, such as, the power
output of the BS, the attenuation of the signals experience
by physical objects in the environment (e.g., walls, trees,
etc.), other interference, etc.; although, it is understood
that the above are merely a few illustrative examples to
which the disclosed subject matter is not limited.
[0017] Fig. 2a illustrates a system 200 in which two of
the MSs, MSs 206 and 208, are in device-to-device (D2D)
communication via link 216. In various embodiments,
D2D communication may include transmitting and re-
ceiving information to/from a peer device without the aid
or assistance of an access device or access node (e.g.,
a base station, relay station, etc.). In such an embodi-
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ment, two or more MSs may communicate with one an-
other without significantly impacting communications be-
tween the BS 220 and other nodes (e.g., MS 210) in the
system 200.
[0018] In some embodiments, D2D may include the
use of the same communication channel as that used by
the BS 220 generated network. In one embodiment, the
D2D communication may operate at a lower power level
than BS-MS communication. In such an embodiment,
the D2D communication may not significantly cause in-
terference with other communication (e.g., links 218) in-
cluded by the system 200.
[0019] In one embodiment, the MSs engaged in D2D
communication may select or designate a particular MS
(e.g., MS 206) to act as a "pair head", "cluster head" or
"master". In such an embodiment, the other MSs may
operate as "slaves". In various embodiments, this head
device may organize D2D communication between the
MSs. In one embodiment, the slave devices may organ-
ize their D2D communication based upon queues pro-
vided by the head device. In the illustrated embodiment,
D2D communication may include only two devices (MS
206 and MS 208). In such an embodiment, MS 206 may
be the pair head device, while MS 208 may be the slave
device.
[0020] In various embodiments, the D2D MSs 206 and
208 may occasionally communicate with the BS 220 via
the respective access links 218. In some embodiments,
this communication with the BS 220 may include ceasing
or pausing D2D communication. In various embodi-
ments, the organization and procedure for switching from
D2D communication to access communication is dis-
cussed below. In various embodiments, the access com-
munication may be referred to as "cellular" communica-
tion as the communication may occur via cellular frequen-
cies or protocols (e.g., WiMAX, 3G, LTE, etc.); although,
it is understood that the above are merely a few illustrative
examples to which the disclosed subject matter is not
limited.
[0021] Fig. 2b illustrates an embodiment that includes
a system 201. In such an embodiment, the D2D commu-
nication network may include more than two MSs (e.g.,
MSs 206, 208 and 209). In various embodiments, one or
more of the D2D MSs may be outside the range of the
BS 220 provided network 212. In various embodiments,
the MS 208 may act as a cluster head device, while the
MSs 206 and 209 may act as slave devices. In some
embodiments, the in-network MSs (MSs 206 and 208)
may relay information to the BS 220 on behalf of the out-
of-network MS 209. More often, in various embodiments,
the out-of-network MS 209 may not be able to receive
communications (e.g., resource allocations, discontinu-
ous communication control information, etc.) broadcast
by the BS 220 that are employed by the D2D devices to
co-ordinate and organize their respective D2D and Ac-
cess communications. In such an embodiment, one or
more of the in-network MSs (MSs 206 and 208) may relay
any such control information they receive (either in whole,

in a filtered, or repackaged formats) to the out-of-network
MS 209, as described below.
[0022] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system or apparatus 301 in accordance
with the disclosed subject matter. The apparatus or sta-
tion 301 (e.g., base station 220, user equipment 206,
relay station 222, etc.) may include, for example, a trans-
mitter 312 to transmit signals and/or a receiver 310 to
receive signals,. In various embodiments, the transmitter
312 and receiver 310 may be combined or included in a
transceiver 302. In various embodiments, the apparatus
301 may also include a processor or baseband processor
304 to execute instructions or software and control trans-
mission and receptions of signals, and a memory 306 to
store data and/or instructions.
[0023] In some embodiments, the transceiver 302 may
include an RF (radio frequency) or wireless transceiver
302. In such an embodiment, the wireless transceiver
302 may be configured to operate based upon a wireless
networking standard (e.g., WiMAX, WiFi, WLAN, LTE,
etc.). In another embodiment, the transceiver 302 may
be configured to include a wired transceiver 302. In such
an embodiment, the wired transceiver 302 may be con-
figured to operate based upon a wired networking stand-
ard (e.g., Ethernet, optical, etc.).
[0024] Processor 304 may also make decisions or de-
terminations, generate frames or messages for transmis-
sion, decode received frames or messages for further
processing, and other tasks or functions described here-
in. Processor 304, which may be a baseband processor,
for example, may generate messages, packets, frames
or other signals for transmission. Processor 304 may
control transmission of signals or messages over a wire-
less network, and may receive signals or messages, etc.,
via a wireless network (e.g., after being down-converted
by wireless transceiver 302, for example). Processor 304
may be programmable and capable of executing soft-
ware, firmware, or other instructions stored in memory
or on other computer media to perform the various tasks
and functions described herein, such as one or more of
the tasks or methods described herein. Processor 304
may be (or may include), for example, hardware, pro-
grammable logic, a programmable processor that exe-
cutes software or firmware, and/or any combination of
these. Using other terminology, processor 304 and trans-
ceiver 302 together may be considered as a wireless
transmitter/receiver system, for example.
[0025] In addition, a controller (or processor) 308 may
execute software and instructions, and may provide over-
all control for the station 301, and may provide control
for other systems not shown in FIG. 3, such as controlling
input/output devices (e.g., display, keypad, etc.), and/or
may execute software for one or more applications that
may be provided on wireless station 301, such as, for
example, an email program, audio/video applications, a
word processor, a Voice over IP application, or other ap-
plication or software.
[0026] In addition, a storage medium may be provided
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that includes stored instructions, which when executed
by a controller or processor may result in the processor
304, or other controller or processor, performing one or
more of the functions or tasks described herein.
[0027] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system 400 in accordance with the dis-
closed subject matter. In one embodiment, the system
400 may include a first device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 402,
a second device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 404, and a base
station (e.g., a BS, a relay station, an eNB, etc.) 406. It
is understood that while only two devices (devices 402
and 404) are illustrated, the disclosed subject matter is
not limited to only two devices and a plurality of devices
may be included in the system 400 or in the D2D com-
munication network. Further, it is understood, that these
devices may belong to more than one D2D network. In
the illustrated embodiment, both MSs 402 and 404 may
be within the communications range of and part of the
wireless network provided by BS 406.
[0028] Action 410 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the MSs 402 and 404 may engage in wireless direct de-
vice-to-device (D2D) communication. In various embod-
iments, this may include transmitting data from the MS
402 to the MS 404 and vice versa. In some embodiments,
action 410 may include placing one or both of the MSs
402 and 404 into an inactive or sleep mode or state with
respect to the BS 406 and the cellular network thereof
(e.g., via discontinous transmission or discontinous re-
ception, etc.). However, in the illustrated embodiment,
such a step is not necessary and is described in more
detail in regards to other figures.
[0029] Action 412 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
both the MS 402 and the 404 may listen to the resource
allocation message or broadcast from the BS 406. In var-
ious embodiments, this listening may include halting or
pausing any D2D communication between the two de-
vices (MSs 402 and 404) and converting their respective
transceivers to communicate not in a D2D mode, but in
a cellular network mode. In such an embodiment, in cel-
lular mode the devices (MS 402 and 404) may be con-
figured to receive messages from the BS 406.
[0030] In various embodiments of a cellular network,
the BS 406 may allocate communication resources (e.g.,
frequencies, time periods, symbols, etc.) throughout the
network provided by the BS 406. In one such embodi-
ment, the BS 406 may broadcast one or more control
messages to any MSs within range informing them to
whom the BS 406 is expecting to communicate and
when/how this communication will occur. In one example
embodiment, the BS 406 may have data to transmit to
the MS 402 during a downlink (DL) sub-frame (or other
resource block as determined by the networking standard
employed by the cellular network).
[0031] In various embodiments, this resource alloca-
tion message 412 may be received and listened to by
both the MS 402 and MS 404. In such an embodiment,
both MSs 402 and 404 may know when the MS (MS 402
or 404) and the other MS (MS 404 or 402) will be in com-

munication with the cellular network and unable to per-
form D2D communication.
[0032] In some embodiments, the two devices (MS 402
and 404) may transmit and receive various control mes-
sages (e.g., those discussed in Fig. 5, etc.) to coordinate
a cessation or pausing of D2D communications, a D2D
transmission or communication gap. However, in another
embodiment, these control messages may not be used
as each device may have been expected to listen to the
resource allocation message 414, and take the appro-
priate action (e.g., refrain from transmitting during the
cellular network transmission period).
[0033] Action 416 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
that when the allocated (via message 414) cellular trans-
mission of communication period with the effected device
(e.g., MS 402) is scheduled to occur, the D2D cluster
(e.g., MSs 402 and 404) may cease or refrain from per-
forming D2D communication. In various embodiments
involving more than two D2D devices, the D2D devices
may only refrain from attempting to perform D2D com-
munication with the allocated or effected device. For ex-
ample, in a three device D2D cluster (not illustrated), if
device #1 is allocated a resource block on the cellular
network, devices #2 and #3 may continue to perform D2D
communication and only refrain from D2D communica-
tion with device #1. Although, it is understood that the
above is merely one illustrative example to which the
disclosed subject matter is not limited.
[0034] In various embodiments, the BS 406 may trans-
mit a DL message 418 to the MS 402 as scheduled via
the resource allocation message 414 discussed above.
In one embodiment, Action 422 illustrates that once the
allocated resource period or block has occurred the MS
402 may switch back to a D2D mode and the two devices
(MS 402 and 404) may resume their D2D communica-
tion. It is understood that the above merely represents a
simple DL case and other communication cases (e.g.,
UL) are possible and within the scope of the disclosed
subject matter.
[0035] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system 500 in accordance with the dis-
closed subject matter. In one embodiment, the system
500 may include a first device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 402,
a second device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 404, and a base
station (e.g., a BS, a relay station, an eNB, etc.) 406. It
is understood that while only two devices (devices 402
and 404) are illustrated, the disclosed subject matter is
not limited to only two devices and a plurality of devices
may be included in the system 400 or in the D2D com-
munication network. Further, it is understood, that these
devices may belong to more than one D2D network.
[0036] Fig. 5 illustrates a more complex case or em-
bodiment than Fig. 4. Specifically, Fig. 5 illustrates an
uplink (UL) transmission that is initiated by a MS (e.g.,
MS 404) as opposed to a DL transmission that is initiated
by the BS 406. Furthermore, Fig. 5 illustrates an example
in which one of the devices (e.g., MS 402) may be outside
the range of the BS 406 and, therefore, unable to directly
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listen to the resource allocations transmitted by the BS
406. It is understood that the above are merely a few
illustrative examples to which the disclosed subject mat-
ter is not limited.
[0037] Action 510 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the MSs 402 and 404 may engage in wireless direct de-
vice-to-device (D2D) communication. In various embod-
iments, this may include transmitting data from the MS
402 to the MS 404 and vice versa. In some embodiments,
action 510 may include placing one or both of the MSs
402 and 404 into an inactive or sleep mode or state with
respect to the BS 406 and the cellular network thereof
(e.g., via a discontinous reception or discontinous trans-
mission, etc.). However, in the illustrated embodiment,
such a step is not necessary and is described in more
detail in regards to other figures.
[0038] In one embodiment, one of the devices (e.g.,
MS 404) may wish or desire to communicate with the
cellular network. For example, an uplink (UL) transmis-
sion of data may be desired. In such an embodiment,
message 512 illustrates that the MS 404 may request
that a D2D transmission gap occur. In various embodi-
ments, the MS 404 may send a message to the MS 402
requesting or informing the MS 402 that the D2D trans-
mission gap will occur. In some embodiments, this D2D
transmission gap request message 512 may occur during
a sub-frame scheduled for transmission of D2D data from
MS 404.
[0039] In various embodiments, a D2D transmission
gap may include a period of time (or radio frequency) in
which no user data related D2D communication may oc-
cur with a device (e.g., MS 404). In such an embodiment,
the affected MS (e.g., MS 404) may transition from com-
municating with the D2D network or cluster to communi-
cating with the cellular network. In one embodiment,
when the D2D network or cluster includes only two MSs
(e.g., MSs 402 and 404), this may mean that all D2D
communication cease for a period of time. In another
embodiment, including a larger plurality of MSs, the D2D
transmission gap may include only one MS ceasing D2D
communication, while the other MSs continue to perform
D2D communication with the knowledge that the affected
MS will not hear or receive their messages.
[0040] In one embodiment, the pair or cluster head
(e.g., MS 402) may transmit a D2D transmission gap al-
location message 514 to the requesting device (e.g., MS
404). In various embodiments, the allocation message
514 may include information as to when and how (e.g.,
frequencies, with which device in the case of cluster’s
greater than two, etc.) the D2D transmission gap will oc-
cur. In various embodiments, this allocation message
514 may indicate that the D2D transmission gap is to
occur with a regular period (e.g., every frame, etc.) or
otherwise arrange a re-occurring D2D transmission gap.
Action 516 illustrates that, in one embodiment, at the ap-
pointed or allocated time or frequency, the D2D trans-
mission gap may begin.
[0041] In one embodiment, the MS 404 may transmit

a UL resource request message 518 to the BS 406. In
various embodiments, this resource request message
518 may include a request for the BS 406 to allocate UL
resources to the MS 404. In various embodiments, the
resource request message 518 may include a standard
resource request as dictated by the networking standard
employed by the BS 406 and the cellular network. In one
embodiment, after the resource request message 518
has been sent, the D2D transmission gap period may
end, as illustrated by Action 519. In another embodiment,
the D2D transmission gap may continue until the MS 404
indicates the D2D transmission gap is no longer needed.
In yet another embodiment, the cluster or pair head MS
402 may end (possibly temporarily) the D2D transmission
gap based upon the state of communication between the
MS 404 and the BS 406 (e.g., if no UL sub-frames will
occur in the cellular network for awhile, if the BS 406
does not allocate UL resources to the MS 404 for the
current frame, if the resource allocation sub-frame is oc-
curring quickly and the D2D transmission gap may be
extended to cover the resource allocation, etc.).
[0042] In various embodiments, the BS 406 may trans-
mit a resource allocation message 520. In the illustrated
embodiment, the resource allocation message 520 may
include a UL resource allocation to allow the MS 404 to
transmit data to the BS 406. In some embodiments, this
resource allocation message 520 may be received by
the MS 404. In one embodiment, the MS 402 may also
receive the allocation message 520. In another embod-
iment, the MS 402 may be outside the range of the BS
406 or otherwise out of communication with the BS 406
(e.g., MS 406 may be associated with another BS, etc.).
In such an embodiment, the MS 404 may forward the
resource allocation message 520, in whole or part, to the
MS 402 via message 521. In various embodiments, the
MS 404 may re-package the allocation message 520
such that unnecessary information is not forwarded to
the MS 402.
[0043] In various embodiments, the D2D transmission
gap may extend to include the period in which the re-
source allocation message 520 is transmitted. In another
embodiment, the D2D transmission gap may have pre-
viously ended but be re-instated in order to properly re-
ceive the resource allocation message 520. In another
embodiment, as described above, a D2D transmission
gap during the scheduled resource allocation message
520 may be the default behavior for the D2D MSs 402
and 404, and no extra signaling (e.g., messages 512 and
514) may be needed to quiet D2D transmission such that
the resource allocation message 520 may be heard or
received by the MSs.
[0044] In various embodiments, the MS 404 may trans-
mit a UL data message 522 to the BS 406 during its al-
located resource block. In such an embodiment, the MSs
404 and 402 may have ceased or paused D2D commu-
nication to allow this message 522 to occur. In various
embodiments, this halt in D2D communication may be
based upon the received resource allocation messages
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520 and 521. In such an embodiment, the resource
blocks not allocated to the MSs 402 and 404 may be
employed for D2D communication between the MSs 402
and 404. In one embodiment, a D2D transmission gap
may occur during the allocated resource period, as de-
scribed above.
[0045] Action 524 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
once the allocated resource period or block has occurred
the MS 402 may switch back to a D2D mode and the two
devices (MS 402 and 404) may resume their D2D com-
munication. It is understood that the above merely rep-
resents a simple UL case and other communication cas-
es (e.g., DL, a greater plurality of D2D MSs or members,
etc.) are possible and within the scope of the disclosed
subject matter.
[0046] FIG. 6 is a timing diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system 600 in accordance with the dis-
closed subject matter. In one embodiment, the system
600 may include a first or pair head MS 402, a second,
member or slave MS 404 and a BS 406. A visual repre-
sentation of D2D communication, a D2D transmission
gap period and cellular communication is illustrated.
While (due mostly to space restrictions) Fig. 6 does not
illustrate every message shown in Fig. 5 a few relevant
messages are highlighted, and may aid in the under-
standing of Fig. 5 and the disclosed subject matter in
general.
[0047] Fig. 6 illustrates a frame based communications
protocol; although, it is understood that the above is
merely one illustrative example to which the disclosed
subject matter is not limited. The arrows illustrate the
direction of user data transmission between the devices.
[0048] In one embodiment, the pair head MS 402 may
transmit D2D control information during the first sub-
frame 610 or at least one sub-frame of each frame. In
various embodiments, this D2D control information may
include allocations of sub-frames for D2D transmission
(Tx, or D2D UL), sub-frames for D2D reception (Rx, or
D2D DL), and D2D transmission gap periods. In various
embodiments, this control information may be rather sim-
ple for a pair of D2D MSs (e.g., MS 402 and 404). In
another embodiment, clusters of D2D devices including
more than two devices may include more complex infor-
mation, as each device or device group may receive D2D
resource allocations, as illustrated by Fig. 8. In various
embodiments, the control information or allocations may
be dynamic or semi-persistent. Fig. 6 illustrates a mostly
static D2D arrangement.
[0049] Sub-frame 612 illustrates that, in one embodi-
ment, the MS 404 may request a D2D transmission gap,
as described above. In some embodiments, the request
may include a time when the D2D transmission gap is
desired, for how long it is desired (e.g., the number of
frames or sub-frames, milliseconds, etc.), why it is de-
sired, etc.. In various embodiments, the MS 402 may not
be able to instantly respond, for example as the remaining
sub-frames in the frame have been allocated for MS 404
transmission. In another embodiment, a quicker more

dynamic response protocol may be employed.
[0050] In one embodiment, the pair head MS 402 may
signal or indicate during sub-frame 614 that the request-
ed D2D transmission gap is occurring. In another em-
bodiment, the MS 402 may indicate when (and what fre-
quency) the D2D transmission gap will occur. The D2D
transmission gap 616 may occur for a predetermined pe-
riod of time. In another embodiment, the D2D transmis-
sion gap 616 may occur until the pair head MS 402 indi-
cates the end of the D2D transmission gap 616. In yet
another embodiment that include three or more D2D de-
vices in the cluster, the D2D transmission gap period 616
may only apply to communication with MS 404 (e.g., MS
402 to third D2D device (not illustrated) may continue).
[0051] During the quieted D2D transmission gap peri-
od 616, the MS 404 may switch to a cellular communi-
cation mode. In such an embodiment, the MS 404 may
perform a UL (or DL) cellular transmission 618, as de-
scribed above.
[0052] In various embodiments, the MS 402 may signal
the end of D2D transmission gap via sub-frame 620. In
another embodiment if the length of the D2D transmis-
sion gap 616 is deterministic, the sub-frame 620 may
merely include normal D2D control information, such as
that illustrated by sub-frame 610. Although, it is under-
stood that the above are merely a few illustrative exam-
ples to which the disclosed subject matter is not limited.
[0053] It is understood that, in various embodiments,
a D2D transmission gap may be created, formally or in-
formally, as a result of the cellular resource allocations
assigned to the MSs 402 and 404 by the BS 406, as
described above. In such an embodiment, the pair or
cluster head MS 402 may formally transmit a D2D trans-
mission gap start message (e.g., as illustrated by sub-
frame 614). In another embodiment, the MSs 402 and
404 may simply, via the cellular resource allocations,
know to refrain from performing D2D communication dur-
ing given sub-frames, and thus informally create a D2D
transmission gap.
[0054] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system 700 in accordance with the dis-
closed subject matter. In one embodiment, the system
700 may include a first device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 402,
a second device (e.g., a MS, UE, etc.) 404, and a base
station (e.g., a BS, a relay station, an eNB, etc.) 406. It
is understood that while only two devices (devices 402
and 404) are illustrated, the disclosed subject matter is
not limited to only two devices and a plurality of devices
may be included in the system 400 or in the D2D com-
munication network. Further, it is understood, that these
devices may belong to more than one D2D network.
[0055] Fig. 7 illustrates an embodiment in which dis-
continuous communication is employed. While only dis-
continuous reception is illustrated, it is understood that
this is merely one example and discontinuous transmis-
sion may occur instead or in addition to discontinuous
reception and the disclosed subject matter is not limited
to this example embodiment.
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[0056] In this context, discontinuous communication
includes discontinuous transmission (DTx) and/or dis-
continuous reception (DRx). In various embodiments, an
MS may wish to only occasionally communicate with the
cellular network (e.g., to save power, or allow for D2D
communication, etc.). In such an embodiment, the MS
may enter a discontinuous communications mode in
which the MS is inactive or asleep (from the point of view
of the cellular network) for a relatively long period of time,
and then active or awake for a far shorter period of time.
In various embodiments, the duty cycle and period in
which the MS switches between active and inactive
modes may be predetermined or dynamically assigned.
In some embodiments, the duty cycle and period may be
dictated by the MS or the BS. In this context, the term
"discontinuous transmission/reception cycle" includes
both the duty cycle and period of these active and inactive
modes.
[0057] In various embodiments, a default maximum
DRx/DTx period of 2.5 ms may be used during D2D com-
munication. In another embodiment, a default active pe-
riod may include one sub-frame or time transmission in-
terval (TTI). In such an embodiment, the D2D may be
available to spend most of their time involved in D2D
communication. Although, it is understood that the above
is merely one illustrative example to which the disclosed
subject matter is not limited.
[0058] In one embodiment, the BS 406 may establish
a DRx cycle for the MSs (MSs 402 and 404) included in
the D2D cluster via a DRx establishing message 710. In
various embodiments, the establishment may be initiated
by the MSs 402 and 404. In various embodiments, es-
tablishment may include one or messages transmitted
between the respective MSs and the BS 406. It is under-
stood that the term "establish" and its variations includes
only actions performed by the claimed device during any
such establishment.
[0059] In various embodiments, by default the BS 406
may assign the same DRx cycle to every device in the
same D2D cluster (e.g., MSs 402 and 404). In various
embodiments, if there are devices from other cells or as-
sociated with other BSs in the cluster, they may ask their
respective BS to adjust the DRx cycle. In some embod-
iments, in case of conflict the shortest DRx cycle may be
used for the whole D2D cluster.
[0060] In another embodiment, the DRx cycle followed
by the cluster or pair head (e.g., MS 402) may be the
controlling factor in case of conflicts. In various embod-
iments, the cluster head MS 402 may propagate this DRx
cycle parameters or settings throughout the D2D cluster.
[0061] Alternatively, in another embodiment, all devic-
es in the same D2D cluster and served by the same BS
(e.g., MSs 402 and 404) may detect a resource allocation
for other devices in the same D2D cluster. In this case,
the BS 406 may provide a list of all the MS identities to
the devices in the same D2D cluster. Because, in such
an embodiment, the grants may be addressed by mask-
ing error checking (CRC) words with node identifiers

(e.g., CRNTIs in the LTE standard, etc.), checking simul-
taneously grants for the listed MSs may not mean addi-
tional decoding load but simply one XOR operation of
the length of CRNTI for each listed MS identity. Although,
it is understood that the above is merely one illustrative
example to which the disclosed subject matter is not lim-
ited.
[0062] Action 712 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the MSs 402 and 404 may perform D2D communication,
as described above. In an embodiment including discon-
tinuous communication (DTx and/or DRx), this D2D com-
munication may occur when the MSs 402 and 404 are in
an inactive state or mode (and therefore, not in commu-
nication with the cellular network). In such an embodi-
ment, D2D communication may be periodically interrupt-
ed, based upon the DRx/DTx cycle, when the MS (e.g.,
MS 402 or 404) enters or is in an active mode or state
(and therefore, in or available for communication with the
cellular network). In various embodiments, this periodic
interruption may include a formal or informal D2D trans-
mission gap, as described above.
[0063] Action 714 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the BS 406 may have data to be transmitted to the first
device MS 402. In such an embodiment, the BS 406 may
hold or refrain from transmitting the data until a time in
which the MS 402 is expected to be in an active state. In
another embodiment, the DRx protocol may indicate that
the MS 402 is guaranteed or expected to be active to
listen to a resource allocation at a given time, and then
may continue to be active for a frame (or similar time unit)
if a resource allocation is made to the MS 402, but that
the MS 402 may return to an inactive state if no resource
allocation to it is made. In such an embodiment, the MS
402’s active period may occur once every X frames (e.g.,
every 10th frame, etc.). Although, it is understood that the
above is merely one illustrative example to which the
disclosed subject matter is not limited.
[0064] In one embodiment, during the MSs 402 and
404 active periods in the DRx cycle, they may listen (as
illustrated by Action 716) to a resource allocation mes-
sage or broadcast 718 from the BS 406. In one embod-
iment, if no resource allocation is made to the MSs 402
and 404, they may reenter their inactive states (with re-
spect to the cellular network) and continue D2D commu-
nication until their next active period of their DRx cycles.
[0065] However, in the illustrated embodiment, the BS
406 has data for the MS 402 and the resource allocation
message 718 may indicate such. In such an embodiment,
Action 719 illustrates that the MSs 402 and 404 may enter
or begin a D2D transmission gap, either formally or in-
formally, as described above. In one embodiment, the
BS 406 may transmit data to the MS 402 via the DL data
message 720.
[0066] In various embodiments, the BS 406 may wish
to alter the parameters (e.g., duty cycle, period, etc.) of
the DRx (or DTx) cycle. In such an embodiment, the BS
may define a shorter (or longer) DRx cycle for the D2D
cluster (MSs 402 and 404), via message 722, to enable
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a continuation of the D2D transmission even when MS
402 continues to receive cellular data. In such an em-
bodiment, the BS 406 allow D2D and cellular communi-
cation to MS 402 to be interleaved, as opposed to fully
occupying the MS 402 with only cellular communication.
[0067] Again a special case or embodiment may occur
when the D2D cluster includes devices that are not within
the coverage of the BS 406 that serves MS 402 (e.g.,
devices in another cell, out of coverage area, etc.), as
described above. In this case, the MS 402 may inform
these devices about its updated DRx cycle. During the
active period the D2D transmissions may be suspended
and after the active DRx period ends, the MS 402 may
inform the other cluster members that D2D communica-
tion (at least with MS 402) may commence.
[0068] For example, a BS 406 may reserve 5 time
transmission intervals (TTIs) after the end of the active
period to allow MS 402 to inform the other devices (e.g.,
a third out-of-range MS) of the D2D cluster. Further, in
one embodiment involving a long transmission time or
large amount of cellular data, the BS 406 may reserve 5
TTIs every 100ms for the MS 402 to inform, via D2D
communication, the other cluster members that the cel-
lular transmission is still ongoing. Although, it is under-
stood that the above is merely one illustrative example
to which the disclosed subject matter is not limited.
[0069] Action 723 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
once the cellular transmission has ended the D2D trans-
mission gap may end. As described above, this process
including actions/messages 719, 720, 722, and 723 may
repeat a number of times if needed or convenient. Action
724 illustrates that, in one embodiment, at some point
the D2D communication may return to the steady state
also illustrated by action 712, and the process illustrated
by Fig. 7 may repeat in whole or part.
[0070] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an example em-
bodiment of a system 800 in accordance with the dis-
closed subject matter. In one embodiment, the system
800 may include a plurality of devices in D2D communi-
cation. In the illustrated embodiment, the system 800
may include a first device or cluster head 802, a second
member device 804, a third member device 806, and a
fourth member device 808.
[0071] In such an embodiment, the cluster head 802
may allocate D2D resources amongst the D2D cluster
members 802, 804, 806, and 808. In various embodi-
ments, the resource allocation may be highly static or
unlikely to change between frames.
[0072] In one embodiment, the resources between the
cluster members 802, 804, 806, and 808 may be divided
in time, frequency or code multiplexing fashion or a com-
bination thereof (e.g., time division multiple access (TD-
MA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA), code
division multiple access (CDMA)) by allocating certain
slots, sub-frames, or half frames, etc. for transmission.
In such an embodiment, the slot allocation can be han-
dled by the cluster head 802. Some services or embod-
iments may require highly asymmetric allocation of trans-

mission slots inside the radio frame or other TTI. In var-
ious embodiments, the cluster head 802 may be able to
configure the allocations dynamically in the control part
of the frame. The control part of the frame may also in-
clude configuration information regarding the resource
allocations for the next number of radio frames, as de-
scribed above.
[0073] However a cluster may not be required to have
a cluster head, in one embodiment. Resource multiple
access and cellular access during D2D communication
may also be handled, in various embodiments, in a dis-
tributed manner or may be handled in a centralized way
by a BS.
[0074] Fig. 8 illustrates an Orthogonal Frequency-Di-
vision Multiple Access (OFDMA) allocation scheme. In
such an embodiment, the cluster head 802 may receive
D2D communication during period 814 and transmit dur-
ing period 812. Conversely, the second member 804 may
transmit via the OFDMA symbols and time indicated by
period 822, and receive via the OFDMA symbols and
time indicated by period 824. Likewise, the third member
806 may transmit via the OFDMA symbols and time in-
dicated by period 832, and receive via the OFDMA sym-
bols and time indicated by period 834. Finally, the fourth
member 808 may transmit via the OFDMA symbols and
time indicated by period 842, and receive via the OFDMA
symbols and time indicated by period 844. Although, it
is understood that the above is merely one illustrative
example to which the disclosed subject matter is not lim-
ited.
[0075] In some embodiments, the cluster head 802
may be responsible for allocating more complex resource
allocations, for example similar to that illustrated in Fig.
6 but with all four cluster members. As described above,
a D2D transmission gap may, in one embodiment, only
effect or pertain to communication with a single member
of a cluster (e.g., only member 806), and other D2D com-
munication may be allowed (e.g., between members 804
and 808) during the D2D transmission gap. In another
embodiment, all or substantially all D2D communication
may halt during a D2D transmission gap. In yet another
embodiment, multiple cluster members may be affected
by a plurality of D2D transmission gaps, for example two
members may be independently communicating with a
BS.
[0076] In various embodiments, a single D2D device
may be part of several D2D clusters. For example, a
smart-phone MS may communicate substantially inde-
pendently with a headset MS (an audio or telephone data
based D2D cluster) and a television MS (a video based
D2D cluster); although, it is understood that the above is
merely one illustrative example to which the disclosed
subject matter is not limited. In such an embodiment, DTx
cycles may be used to coordinate the presence of a single
device in multiple clusters. For example, the second de-
vice 804 might be present every even sub-frame in the
cluster illustrated by Fig. 8 and every odd slot in another
(unillustrated) cluster. In case of conflicts (several devic-
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es in cellular transmission and/or other clusters) the clus-
ter head will coordinate the DTx cycles. The devices with
a conflicting DTx cycle will then try to renegotiate with
their serving BS or cluster heads of other clusters a new
non-conflicting DTx cycle.
[0077] In such an embodiment, the renegotiation or in-
itialization of the DRx/DTx scheme may include receiving
a message from the cluster head setting a DRx/DTx cy-
cle. In various embodiments, the scheme may further
include a confirmation or acceptance message acknowl-
edging that the new DRx/DTx cycle does not produce
any conflicts. In various embodiments, this message may
include a proposed or counter-offer for a newer DRx/DTx
scheme that reduces communication issues.
[0078] FIG. 9 is a flow chart of an example embodiment
of a technique 900 in accordance with the disclosed sub-
ject matter. In various embodiments, the technique 900
may be performed by the system of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7
or 8, the apparatus of Fig. 3, as described above.
[0079] Block 902 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
a first apparatus (e.g., a mobile station, etc.) may com-
municate with at least a second apparatus via a device-
to-device communication link, as described above. In
some embodiments, this communication may occur via
a wireless link, as described above. In various embodi-
ments, the action(s) illustrated by this block may be per-
formed by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 or the
transceiver 302 of Fig. 3, as described above.
[0080] Block 904 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the first apparatus may employ at least two discontinuous
communication schemes to multiplex communicating
with a first device-to-device cluster that includes both the
first and second apparatuses and communicating with a
second device-to-device cluster that includes the first ap-
paratus and a third apparatus, as described above. In
one embodiment, the first apparatus may communicate
with first cluster during even sub-frames and the second
cluster during odd sub-frames, as described above. In
various embodiments, a discontinuous communication
schemes may include DRx, DTx, or a combination there-
of. In various embodiments, the action(s) illustrated by
this block may be performed by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4,
5, 6, 7 or 8 or the transceiver 302 of Fig. 3, as described
above.
[0081] Block 906 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the first apparatus may receive resource allocations, from
a base station, as described above. In various embodi-
ments, receiving may include, if the first apparatus is un-
able to communicate with the base station, receiving a
transmission from the second apparatus indicating
which, if any, resources where allocated, by the base
station, to the second apparatus for communication with
the base station, as described above.
[0082] In some embodiments, receiving may include
coordinating apparatus-to-base station communication
via discontinuous communication cycles, as described
above. In such an embodiment, a discontinuous commu-
nication cycle may include an active period in which the

first apparatus is configured to perform apparatus-to-
base station communication, and an inactive period in
which the first apparatus is not configured to perform ap-
paratus-to-base station communication, as described
above. In various embodiments, coordinating may in-
clude receiving, from a base station, a message altering
the period of the discontinuous communication cycles,
as described above. In another embodiment, coordinat-
ing may include setting a substantially identical discon-
tinuous communication cycle for both the first apparatus
and the second apparatus, and, in one embodiment,
transmitting, by the first apparatus, a message to the
base station requesting that the period of the discontin-
uous communication cycles be altered to a proposed pe-
riod, as described above. In various embodiments, a dis-
continuous communication schemes may include DRx,
DTx, or a combination thereof. In various embodiments,
the action(s) illustrated by this block may be performed
by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 or the transceiver
302 or processor 304 of Fig. 3, as described above.
[0083] Block 907 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the apparatus may determine, based at least partly on
the received resource allocations, which resources are
allocated to at least the second apparatus for communi-
cation with the base station, as described above. In var-
ious embodiments, the action(s) illustrated by this block
may be performed by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or
8 or the transceiver 302 or processor 304 of Fig. 3, as
described above.
[0084] Block 908 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the first apparatus may, based at least partially upon the
resource allocations, determine when to perform direct
device-to-device communication, by the first apparatus,
with the second apparatus, as described above. In vari-
ous embodiments, this may include the arrangement of
a D2D transmission gap, as described above. In various
embodiments, the action(s) illustrated by this block may
be performed by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 or
the processor 304 of Fig. 3, as described above.
[0085] Block 910 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the first apparatus may communicate, with the second
apparatus, via at least a portion of the resources not al-
located to the second apparatus by the base station, as
described above. In various embodiments, the action(s)
illustrated by this block may be performed by the MSs of
Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 or the transceiver 302 of Fig. 3,
as described above.
[0086] Block 912 illustrates that, in one embodiment,
the first apparatus may arrange a device-to-device trans-
mission gap such that either the first apparatus or the
second apparatus may communicate with the base sta-
tion, as described above. In various embodiments, the
transmission gap may include a period of time in which
no user data direct device-to-device communication oc-
curs between the first apparatus and the second appa-
ratus, as described above. In various embodiments, ar-
ranging may include a response to the resource alloca-
tion of Block 906, as described above. In another em-
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bodiment, arranging may include receiving a request to
create a transmission gap, as described above. In one
embodiment, arranging may include receiving, by the first
apparatus, a transmission gap request message from
the second apparatus, and, in one embodiment, indicat-
ing to the second apparatus what communication re-
sources are allocated for the device-to-device transmis-
sion gap, as described above.
[0087] In various embodiments, the first apparatus
may also be in D2D communication with a third apparatus
(or more). In such an embodiment, technique 900 or ar-
ranging may include communicating, by the first appara-
tus, with the third apparatus via a device-to-device com-
munication link during the device-to-device transmission
gap, and not communicating, by the first apparatus, with
the second apparatus during the device-to-device trans-
mission gap, as described above. In various embodi-
ments, the action(s) illustrated by this block may be per-
formed by the MSs of Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 or the
transceiver 302 or processor 304 of Fig. 3, as described
above.
[0088] Implementations of the various techniques de-
scribed herein may be implemented in digital electronic
circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software, or
in combinations of them. Implementations may be imple-
mented as a computer program product, i.e., a computer
program tangibly embodied in an information carrier, e.g.,
in a machine-readable storage device or in a propagated
signal, for execution by, or to control the operation of,
data processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable proc-
essor, a computer, or multiple computers. A computer
program, such as the computer program(s) described
herein, can be written in any form of programming lan-
guage, including compiled or interpreted languages, and
can be deployed in any form, including as a stand-alone
program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other
unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A com-
puter program can be deployed to be executed on one
computer or on multiple computers at one site or distrib-
uted across multiple sites and interconnected by a com-
munication network.
[0089] Method steps may be performed by one or more
programmable processors executing a computer pro-
gram to perform functions by operating on input data and
generating output. Method steps also may be performed
by, and an apparatus may be implemented as, special
purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programma-
ble gate array) or an ASIC (application-specific integrated
circuit).
[0090] In various embodiments, the apparatus or de-
vices described herein (e.g., the first mobile station 402,
the second mobile station 404, the base station 406, clus-
ter head 802, etc.) may refer to a group of integrated
circuits (ICs) or a chipset which is configured to operate
in a wireless system. It is understood that the above are
merely a few illustrative examples to which the disclosed
subject matter is not limited.
[0091] Furthermore, various embodiments have been

described by using LTE terminology. It is understood that
the embodiments described herein are merely a few il-
lustrative examples to which the disclosed subject matter
is not limited. Various embodiments of the disclosed sub-
ject matter may be implemented or applied to other wire-
less systems or networking protocols (e.g., WiMAX,
WMAN, 4G cellular networks, etc.). In various embodi-
ments, these wireless systems may include, for example,
access points instead of base stations, and terminals,
stations or the like instead of mobile stations; although,
it is understood that the above are merely a few illustrative
examples to which the disclosed subject matter is not
limited.
[0092] Processors suitable for the execution of a com-
puter program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or
more processors of any kind of digital computer. Gener-
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from
a read-only memory or a random access memory or both.
Elements of a computer may include at least one proc-
essor for executing instructions and one or more memory
devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a
computer also may include, or be operatively coupled to
receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or more
mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic,
magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. Information car-
riers suitable for embodying computer program instruc-
tions and data include all forms of non-volatile memory,
including by way of example semiconductor memory de-
vices, e.g., EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory de-
vices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or remov-
able disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and
DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory may
be supplemented by, or incorporated in special purpose
logic circuitry.
[0093] To provide for interaction with a user, implemen-
tations may be implemented on a computer having a dis-
play device, e.g., a cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid crys-
tal display (LCD) monitor, for displaying information to
the user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a
mouse or a trackball, by which the user can provide input
to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to
provide for interaction with a user as well; for example,
feedback provided to the user can be any form of sensory
feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or
tactile feedback; and input from the user can be received
in any form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input.
[0094] Implementations may be implemented in a
computing system that includes a back-end component,
e.g., as a data server, or that includes a middleware com-
ponent, e.g., an application server, or that includes a
front-end component, e.g., a client computer having a
graphical user interface or a Web browser through which
a user can interact with an implementation, or any com-
bination of such back-end, middleware, or front-end com-
ponents. Components may be interconnected by any
form or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a
communication network. Examples of communication
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networks include a local area network (LAN) and a wide
area network (WAN), e.g., the Internet.
[0095] While certain features of the described imple-
mentations have been illustrated as described herein,
many modifications, substitutions, changes and equiva-
lents will now occur to those skilled in the art. It is, there-
fore, to be understood that the appended claims are in-
tended to cover all such modifications and changes as
fall within the scope of the embodiments.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

communicating (410), by a first apparatus (404),
with at least a second apparatus (402) via a de-
vice-to-device communication link;
receiving (414) a resource allocation message,
by the first apparatus from a base station, the
resource allocation message allocating a com-
munication period for cellular transmission be-
tween the second apparatus and the base sta-
tion;
determining, by the first apparatus based at least
partly on the received resource allocation mes-
sage, the communication period allocated to the
second apparatus for said cellular transmission
with the base station; and
determining (416), by the first apparatus, wheth-
er to refrain from direct device-to-device com-
munication with the second apparatus during
the communication period.

2. The method of claim 1 further including:
communicating (420), with the second apparatus,
via at least a portion of the resources not allocated
to the second apparatus by the base station.

3. The method of claims 1 or 2 further including:
arranging (512, 514) a device-to-device transmis-
sion gap such that either the first apparatus or the
second apparatus may communicate with the base
station; and
wherein the transmission gap includes a period of
time in which no device-to-device user data commu-
nication occurs between the first apparatus and the
second apparatus.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein arranging includes:

receiving, by the first apparatus, a transmission
gap request message from the second appara-
tus; and
indicating to the second apparatus what com-
munication resources are allocated for the de-
vice-to-device transmission gap.

5. The method of claims 3 or 4 wherein the device-to-
device transmission gap facilitates the second ap-
paratus communicating with the base station; and
further including:

communicating, by the first apparatus, with a
third apparatus via a device-to-device commu-
nication link during the device-to-device trans-
mission gap, and
not communicating, by the first apparatus, with
the second apparatus during the device-to-de-
vice transmission gap.

6. The method of any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein re-
ceiving resource allocations includes:

coordinating apparatus-to-base station commu-
nication via discontinuous communication cy-
cles; and
wherein a discontinuous communication cycle
includes:

an active period in which an apparatus is
configured to perform apparatus-to-base
station communication, and
an inactive period in which the apparatus is
not configured to perform apparatus-to-
base station communication.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein coordinating in-
cludes:

setting (710) a substantially identical discontin-
uous communication cycle for the first apparatus
and the at least a second apparatus; and
transmitting, by the first apparatus, a message
to the base station requesting that the period of
the discontinuous communication cycle be al-
tered to a proposed period.

8. The method of any one claims 1 to 5 wherein receiv-
ing resource allocations includes:
if the first apparatus is unable to communicate with
the base station, receiving a transmission from the
second apparatus indicating which, if any, resources
where allocated, by the base station, to the second
apparatus for communication with the base station.

9. The method of any preceding claims wherein the first
apparatus and the second apparatus are included in
a first device-to-device communication cluster;
wherein the first apparatus and a third apparatus are
included in a second device-to-device communica-
tion cluster; and
further including:
employing, by the first apparatus, at least two dis-
continuous communication schemes to multiplex
communicating with the first device-to-device cluster
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and communicating with the second device-to-de-
vice cluster.

10. An apparatus comprising means configuring the ap-
paratus to perform a method according to any of the
claims 1-9.

11. A computer program product readable by a computer
and comprising a computer program in a form of
computer programming language which, upon read
and executed by the computer, cause the computer
to perform the method according to any one of claims
1 to 9.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

Kommunizieren (410) durch eine erste Vorrich-
tung (404) über eine Verbindung zur Kommuni-
kation zwischen Einrichtungen mit mindestens
einer zweiten Vorrichtung (402) ;
Empfangen (414) einer Betriebsmittelzuord-
nungsnachricht durch die erste Einrichtung von
einer Basisstation, wobei die Betriebsmittelzu-
ordnungsnachricht einen Kommunikationszeit-
raum für zellulare Übertragung zwischen der
zweiten Vorrichtung und der Basisstation zuord-
net;
Bestimmen durch die erste Vorrichtung mindes-
tens teilweise auf der Grundlage der empfange-
nen Betriebsmittelzuordnungsnachricht des
Kommunikationszeitraums, der der zweiten
Vorrichtung für die zellulare Übertragung mit der
Basisstation zugeordnet wird; und
Bestimmen (416) durch die erste Vorrichtung,
ob die Kommunikation zwischen Einrichtungen
mit der zweiten Vorrichtung während des Kom-
munikationszeitraums unterlassen werden soll.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes
enthält:
Kommunizieren (420) mit der zweiten Vorrichtung
über mindestens einen Teil der Betriebsmittel, die
durch die Basisstation nicht der zweiten Vorrichtung
zugeordnet worden sind.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, das ferner Fol-
gendes umfasst:

Ausbilden (512, 514) einer Übertragungslücke
zwischen Einrichtungen derart, dass entweder
die erste Vorrichtung oder die zweite Vorrich-
tung mit der Basisstation kommunizieren kön-
nen; wobei
die Übertragungslücke einen Zeitraum enthält,
in dem zwischen der ersten Vorrichtung und der

zweiten Vorrichtung keine Anwenderdatenkom-
munikation zwischen Einrichtungen erfolgt.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei das Auslegen
Folgendes enthält:

Empfangen durch die erste Vorrichtung einer
Übertragungslückenanfragenachricht von der
zweiten Vorrichtung und
Anzeigen an die zweite Vorrichtung, welche
Kommunikationsbetriebsmittel der Übertra-
gungslücke zwischen Einrichtungen zugeord-
net sind.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3 oder 4, wobei die Über-
tragungslücke zwischen Einrichtungen ermöglicht,
dass die zweite Vorrichtung mit der Basisstation
kommuniziert; und
das ferner Folgendes enthält:

Kommunizieren durch die erste Vorrichtung mit
einer dritten Vorrichtung über eine Kommunika-
tionsverbindung zwischen Einrichtungen wäh-
rend der Übertragungslücke zwischen Einrich-
tungen und
Nichtkommunizieren durch die erste Vorrich-
tung mit der zweiten Vorrichtung während der
Übertragungslücke zwischen Einrichtungen.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei
das Empfangen von Betriebsmittelzuordnungen Fol-
gendes umfasst:

Koordinieren einer Kommunikation zwischen
Einrichtung und Basisstation über diskontinuier-
liche Kommunikationszyklen; wobei
ein diskontinuierlicher Kommunikationszyklus
Folgendes enthält:

einen aktiven Zeitraum, in dem eine Vor-
richtung konfiguriert ist, eine Kommunikati-
on zwischen Einrichtung und Basisstation
durchzuführen, und
einen nicht aktiven Zeitraum, in dem die
Vorrichtung nicht konfiguriert ist, eine Kom-
munikation zwischen Einrichtung und Ba-
sisstation durchzuführen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Koordinieren
Folgendes umfasst:

Einstellen (710) eines im Wesentlichen gleichen
diskontinuierlichen Kommunikationsszyklus für
die erste Vorrichtung und die mindestens eine
zweite Vorrichtung; und
Übertragen durch die erste Vorrichtung einer
Nachricht an die Basisstation, die zum Ändern
des Zeitraums des diskontinuierlichen Kommu-
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nikationsszyklus zu einem vorgeschlagenen
Zeitraum auffordert.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei
das Empfangen der Betriebsmittelzuordnungen Fol-
gendes enthält:
dann, wenn die erste Vorrichtung nicht in der Lage
ist, mit der Basisstation zu kommunizieren, Empfan-
gen einer Übertragung von der zweiten Vorrichtung,
die anzeigt, wenn überhaupt Betriebsmittel der zwei-
ten Vorrichtung von der Basisstation der Kommuni-
kation mit der Basisstation zugeordnet worden sind.

9. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die erste Vorrichtung und die zweite Vor-
richtung in einem ersten Kommunikations-Cluster
zwischen Einrichtungen enthalten sind; wobei
die erste Vorrichtung und eine dritte Vorrichtung in
einem zweiten Kommunikations-Cluster zwischen
Einrichtungen enthalten sind; und
das ferner Folgendes umfasst:
Einsetzen durch die erste Vorrichtung mindestens
zweier diskontinuierlicher Kommunikationssche-
mata, um das Kommunizieren mit dem ersten Clus-
ter zwischen Einrichtungen und das Kommunizieren
mit dem zweiten Cluster zwischen Einrichtungen zu
multiplexieren.

10. Vorrichtung, die Mittel umfasst, die die Vorrichtung
konfigurieren, ein Verfahren nach einem der Ansprü-
che 1 bis 9 durchzuführen.

11. Computerprogrammprodukt, das durch einen Com-
puter lesbar ist und ein Computerprogramm in Form
einer Computerprogrammiersprache enthält, das,
nachdem es von dem Computer gelesen und aus-
geführt worden ist, bewirkt, dass der Computer das
Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9 durch-
führt.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

la communication (410), par un premier appareil
(404), avec au moins un deuxième appareil
(402) par le biais d’une liaison de communica-
tion entre dispositifs ;
la réception (414) d’un message d’attribution de
ressource, par le premier appareil à partir d’une
station de base, le message d’attribution de res-
source attribuant une période de communica-
tion pour une transmission cellulaire entre le
deuxième appareil et la station de base ;
la détermination, par le premier appareil sur la
base au moins en partie du message d’attribu-
tion de ressource reçu, de la période de com-

munication attribuée au deuxième appareil pour
ladite transmission cellulaire avec la station de
base ; et
la détermination (416), par le premier appareil,
de savoir s’il faut interdire une communication
directe entre dispositifs avec le deuxième appa-
reil durant la période de communication.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 comprenant en
outre :
la communication (420), avec le deuxième appareil,
par le biais au moins d’une partie des ressources
non attribuées au deuxième appareil par la station
de base.

3. Procédé selon les revendications 1 ou 2 comprenant
en outre :

l’agencement (512, 514) d’un intervalle de trans-
mission entre dispositifs tel que le premier ap-
pareil ou le deuxième appareil puisse commu-
niquer avec la station de base ; et
l’intervalle de transmission comportant une pé-
riode de temps au cours de laquelle aucune
communication de données utilisateur entre dis-
positifs n’a lieu entre le premier appareil et le
deuxième appareil.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l’agen-
cement comprend :

la réception, par le premier appareil, d’un mes-
sage de requête d’intervalle de transmission à
partir du deuxième appareil ; et
l’indication au deuxième appareil des ressour-
ces de communication attribuées pour l’interval-
le de transmission entre dispositifs.

5. Procédé selon les revendications 3 ou 4, dans lequel
l’intervalle de transmission entre dispositifs facilite
une communication du deuxième appareil avec la
station de base ; et
comprenant en outre :

la communication, par le premier appareil, avec
un troisième appareil par le biais d’une liaison
de communication entre dispositifs durant l’in-
tervalle de transmission entre dispositifs, et
la non communication, par le premier appareil,
avec le deuxième appareil durant l’intervalle de
transmission entre dispositifs.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel la réception des attributions de
ressources comprend :

la coordination d’une communication appareil /
station de base par le biais de cycles de com-
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munication discontinus ; et
un cycle de communication discontinu
comprenant :

une période active au cours de laquelle un
appareil est configuré pour exécuter une
communication appareil / station de base, et
une période inactive au cours de laquelle
l’appareil n’est pas configuré pour exécuter
une communication appareil / station de ba-
se.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la
coordination comprend :

la fixation (710) d’un cycle de communication
discontinu pratiquement identique pour le pre-
mier appareil et ledit deuxième appareil ; et
la transmission, par le premier appareil, d’un
message à la station de base demandant que
la période du cycle de communication disconti-
nu soit changée en une période proposée.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans lequel la réception des attributions de
ressources comprend :
si le premier appareil ne peut pas communiquer avec
la station de base, la réception d’une transmission
à partir du deuxième appareil indiquant quelles res-
sources, s’il en existe, ont été attribuées, par la sta-
tion de base, au deuxième appareil pour une com-
munication avec la station de base.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le premier appareil et le
deuxième appareil sont inclus dans un premier grou-
pe de communication entre dispositifs ;
le premier appareil et un troisième appareil étant in-
clus dans un deuxième groupe de communication
entre dispositifs ; et
comprenant en outre :
l’emploi, par le premier appareil, d’au moins deux
schémas de communication discontinus pour multi-
plexer une communication avec le premier groupe
de communication entre dispositifs et une commu-
nication avec le deuxième groupe de communication
entre dispositifs.

10. Appareil comprenant des moyens permettant de
configurer l’appareil pour qu’il exécute un procédé
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1-9.

11. Produit programme d’ordinateur lisible par un ordi-
nateur et comprenant un programme d’ordinateur
sous la forme d’un langage de programmation infor-
matique qui, une fois lu et exécuté par l’ordinateur,
amène l’ordinateur à mettre en oeuvre le procédé
selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9.
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